
GUIDE TO AUTHORS

Submissions should be emailed to ndjfl@nd.edu. The NDJFL prefers manuscripts

in LATEX with \documentclass{jfl} or, as an alternative, {amsart}. If the

submission is not in some form of TEX, a pdf with all fonts properly embedded is

required.

If accepted for publication, manuscripts will be typeset to conform to the NDJFL’s

style. Papers submitted in LATEX using \documentclass{jfl} or {amsart}

can be typeset more quickly, minimizing the time between acceptance and appear-

ance. See www.nd.edu/~ndjfl/typesetting for the NDJFL’s style guide

and documentclass jfl.

The NDJFL uses blind review and, at times, double blind review. Authors should

design their manuscripts to facilitate this process. This is particularly important when

the submission is not in some form of TEX.

Manuscripts must include an abstract of no more than 150 words, one or more key-

words which describe the paper, and 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification codes

(www.ams.org/msc).

Page proofs are sent to authors for correction of errors produced in composition.

Special composition costs arising from an author’s revision of the text in proof may

be charged to the author. Fifty reprints, without covers, will be supplied free of

charge. Covers and additional reprints can be purchased.

Manuscripts submitted for publication must be the original work of the author. The

author must have the legal authority to assign all rights in that work. The submit-

ting author must warrant that all coauthors have given their express approval to be

listed as authors and to have the work submitted for publication. The author(s) must

warrant that all necessary permissions have been secured for content that is not orig-

inal and that all persons cited as sources of personal communication have given their

permission for such citation.

The author(s) must warrant that the same work has not been and will not be submitted

for publication elsewhere or published elsewhere unless and until the NDJFL has

given notice that it will not publish the work. The authors further warrant that they

have taken proper care in ensuring that the work is true in fact, that it does not contain

defamatory or illegal content, and that it does not infringe upon the rights of others.

Authors will be asked to sign an assignment of copyright to the NDJFL so that the

authors and publishers may be protected from misuse of copyrighted material. Our

copyright agreement can be found at www.nd.edu/~ndjfl.
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Subscriptions are $65.00 per year for institutions and $30.00 per year for individuals.

Back volumes, single issues, and complete sets are available; contact the subscription

manager for quotes. Visa and MasterCard are accepted. Orders for subscriptions

and back issues may be emailed (jflsubs@nd.edu), faxed (574-631-8609), or sent

to Subscription Manager, ND Journal of Formal Logic, University of Notre Dame,

437 Flanner, Notre Dame IN 46556-5611, USA.
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